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Framework for Ocean Observing 

OUTLINE
• Where are we with ocean observations today?

• OceanObs’09 and the motivation for a new way 
 of thinking

• Framework for Ocean Observations

• Conclusion

• Charge to W1 – Friday 18 May –
 

all invited!



The Global Ocean Observing System (GOOS)

• the system GOOS
– collaborative system of sustained observations

• built on requirements
• in situ and satellite
• operational and research funding
• linked to data management and product generation activities
• global-scale and coastal

• the GOOS programme
– advocacy for all elements of the system
– provide a platform for collaboration
– promote global participation
– animating Framework for Ocean Observing processes

• in collaboration with other partners, adapting structures in 
stable and stepwise way, assessing and encouraging the 
readiness of components

• integrating new observations while sustaining present ones



Ocean observing system for climate – drawing from best practices 
Requirements for Essential Climate Variables



GOOS for climate 
global participation varies by network



post-OO’09 Working Group

Why a Framework?  
(www.oceansobs09.net) 

• OceanObs’09 identified tremendous 
opportunities, significant challenges

• Called for a framework for planning and 
moving forward with an enhanced global 
sustained ocean observing system over the 
next decade, integrating new physical, 
biogeochemical, biological observations while 
sustaining present observations



Sponsors and Task Team
Keith Alverson, Bee Berx, Peter Burkill, Francisco Chavez, Dave Checkley, 
Candyce Clark, Vicki Fabry, Albert Fischer, John Gunn (co-chair), Julie Hall, Eric 
Lindstrom (co-chair), Yukio Masumoto, David Meldrum, Mike Meredith, Pedro 
Monteiro, José Mulbert, Sylvie Pouliquen, Carolin Richter, Sun Song, Mike Tanner, 
Martin Visbeck, Stan Wilson

• IOC Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission of UNESCO
• GEO Group on Earth Observations
• CEOS Committee on Earth Observation Satellites
• POGO Partnership for Observation of the Global Oceans
• SCOR Scientific Committee on Oceanic Research
• SCAR Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research
• GCOS Global Climate Observing System
• GOOS Global Ocean Observing System
• JCOMM Joint WMO-IOC Tech. Comm. for Oceanography and Marine Meteorology
• PICES North Pacific Marine Science Organization
• ICES International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
• CoML Census of Marine Life
• IGBP International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme
• WCRP World Climate Research Programme



Framework for Ocean Observing 

Key Concepts 
of the Framework 



 

Articulates ‘best practices’ based on a ‘systems approach’ 
for building an interoperable system



 

Establishes “Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs)” as basis for 
aligning elements of the system. 



 

Proposes an approach to introducing new components of the 
system through  “Readiness Levels”



 

Argues that an “Integrated Observing System” will be a 
derivative of the Framework processes.



Framework for Ocean Observing

Boundaries of the Framework



Framework for Ocean Observing 

A Simple System



Framework for Ocean Observing

Structure of the Framework



Framework for Ocean Observing

Readiness Levels

















• We cannot measure 
everything, nor do we 
need to

• Basis for including new 
elements of the 
system, for expressing 
requirements at a high 
level

• Driven by 
requirements, 
negotiated with 
feasibility

• Allows for innovation in 
the observing system 
over time

Driven by requirements, negotiated with feasibility 

Essential Ocean Variables



CONCLUSION

• New way of thinking and organizing
• Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs)
• Assessment of readiness

• Multi‐disciplinary will lead to a wider set of 
 products and services for community

• Charge for Workshop 1 – Friday 18 May



W1 Workshop: Ocean Observations: 
 Strategic framework – Friday 18 May
 Chair: David CHECKLEY and Candyce

 
CLARK

CHALLENGE TO PICES AND SESSION 2 PARTICIPANTS:

•What Essential Ocean Variables (EOVs) would you like to 
 see?

•PICES should be involved in coordination and assessing 
 requirements and fitness‐for‐purpose ‐‐‐

 
HOW?

•How to integrate new biogeochemical, biodiversity and 
 ecosystem observations into a sustained observing system?

•Please come – early career scientists encouraged to come 
 and shape the future!



– Common language and consistent handling of 
requirements, observing technologies, and information 
flow among different, largely autonomous, observing 
elements 

– Seeks to support self-funding and self-managing 
elements

– Essential Ocean Variables as common focus

– Assessment and promotion of Readiness

– Coastal and open ocean

– An “Integrated Observing System” will be a derivative 
of an EOV-based approach driven by requirements.

Framework for Ocean Observing 

Characteristics



Back‐up Slides



Stakeholders, Roles and 
Governance

• The Task Team considered several approaches for governing the 
Framework and agreed it must be:
– Characterized by Simplicity
– Based on Functional Needs
– Bring Stakeholders Together
– Nominal Operating Costs

• Requires ongoing engagement of international sponsors and other 
bodies comprised of:
– Oversight and Coordination Bodies
– Expert Teams and Reviews
– Implementation Plans and Teams

• Recommends establishment of a Framework Steering Group 
representative of international sponsors of OO’09:
– Adopted by IOC, GOOS 
– First meeting in late June



• For Ocean Observing Communities

– Focus on variables allows innovation, research, while 
sustaining the key output of the observing system

– Clear path to selling utility of observations to high level, 
articulation of societal importance

– Learn from best practices and principles of other observing 
systems

– Reduce/remove duplication of measurements

– Clearer entry points for the needed coordination; cross- 
disciplinary positive synergy: shared platforms, data systems

– Other data available to set your data in context

Framework for Ocean Observing 

Benefits
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